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vocal mimicry, impersonation

--> imitating the singing style of pop stars is a big "entertainment" in Korea, often
showcased as part of a TV show.
--> but vocal mimicry can be of not only people, but of machine- or computer-generated
(hopefully exciting) sounds!

GOAL: UNDERSTAND EXPRESSION SIMILARITY :D

[inspirations]
* starcraft: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmSnbyKPcmI&feature=related
* 스윗소로우: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbAi6hAhR9k&feature=related
- 홍경민: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biIY4wez7ec&feature=related
- flower: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc-4cDhDmZY&feature=related
- "man of 100 voices": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcl_FjicM9k
Also, karaoke: my friends and i try to experiment with different ways of vocal production
and nuances to sound like the actual singer

[goals]
- "performer": showcase one's ability to imitate expressions in sound (voice, singing, or
non-human sources)
- "audience": judging of imitations
- ~gamelike: chart showing top imitations for each sound-source
- me, as a researcher: people's ratings are used for understanding similarities (with
various dimensions: voice color, inflections, etc)

[sources: expressive sounds]
- people will get bored trying to imitate non-expressive sounds
- human source excerpts: top-chart songs or actors' speech from in movies that captures
their quintessence style
- non-human source excerpts: cartoon characters, game characters, or instruments
- user-specified: (to get ideas what things people want that need to be added from the
database)
* be able to choose from one's iTunes library? - and note the meta-data & time?
* put up personal requests: "i.e. can anyone imitate this sound-- so that I can include in
my show-case item?"
* another user's recording becomes source! this allows for a more powerful
similarity calculations!
- prompt performer to rate expressiveness upon presenting the source

[judging: similarity rating]
- ~ leaf-trombone paradigm. give ratings based on similarity. (include sub-areas? i.e.
voice, inflections, enthusiasm)
- OR, alternatively, randomly play 3 different performances and have a relative-rating:
"gold, silver, bronze". use this to calculate absolute rating. (This is probably better)
- ways to measure how reliable of a "judge" a user is?
- for each sound source in the database, create "top 5" charts.



[hold virtual final concert!]
- collect all imitations of all pieces and parts needed for a final song (i.e. drum beats,
cymbals, voice parts, other synthesized sounds)
(a) the #1 of each sources get selected and are put together for a "collage" of final song,
to be posted on a website or showcased!
(b) an individual or group of friends can put together a "collage" once they're satisfied
with their imitations. goal is to have all human-generated sounds making up the piece.
post as a showcase item. use a web interface for this? (to choose from the database of
all user's attempts.)

[for research]
- measure of similarity of expressiveness
- measure of "liking" the impression
- determine components (i.e., voice color, inflections, enthusiasm), and how they affect
similarity perception.
- use to understand how we perceive similarities of sounds that are expressive (have
emotions and context), not just an overwhelming palette of short timbre snippets lacking
context, which is how most timbre studies are done
- determine the top features that characterize the "unique" qualities of sound X (will
depend on the type of the sound), or that makes the sound X to expressive (or not).

[graphics]
- when presenting the source to imitate, also provide an image for the source
- when rating similarity, not an overall rate, but a continuous knob based on time
progression?

--> for the user, show time-domain line graph of rating, so they know which part was
successful and which part wasn't

--> forces the listener to pay attention throughout
- showing overall ranking (participation/ performance/ improvement over time) as a line
graph?
- be able to access other users' attempts from the top-charts or line graphs

[milestones]
1. prepare sound sources
2. implement input & record (video-record??? --> to make it more personal, and to
discourage "cheating", but this rids anonymity and may discourage shy users)
3. store it under the user and under the source
4. judging: play 3 from different users, and have the judge give gold, silver, and bronze.
5. create top-5 charts


